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How to prevent your
child from
overspending on
gaming

Parental control apps can help them monitor their
children's screen time and online activities. PHOTO: ST FILE
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SINGAPORE - A
recent report revealing that an 18-year-old
had chalked up $20,000 on her father's
credit card while gaming, has shone a
spotlight on the potential hazards of inapp purchases.
Such cases of exorbitant expenditure are
rare, say cyber wellness experts, who add
that younger children typically do not
have access to large amounts of money,
while older teens or young adults are more
likely to do so.
Experts warn that some parents may
overlook their children's growing habit of
in-game purchases as cashless payments
have become commonplace in daily life.
Some parents have even encountered
physical aggression in their children when
they try to restrict their gaming.

In-app purchases, which are intended to
improve the gaming experience, are made
within an application downloaded to one's
mobile device or computer.
The teenager in the report had linked her
Grab account, which was tied to her dad's
credit card and intended for her
transportation expenses, to Genshin
Impact, a popular role-playing fantasy
video game. She spent $20,000 over six
weeks on in-game purchases to upgrade
her avatar.
In-game purchases are widespread and
part of many in-demand games, including
Roblox and Brawl Stars.
Many games, such as Genshin Impact,
have loot boxes, which contain
randomised rewards. Players spend real
money to unlock items like special
characters or upgraded weapons.
Loot boxes, which are banned in Belgium,
have sometimes been compared to
gambling because of the element of
chance involved.
Loot boxes are typically found in free-todownload mobile games and in several
computer or console video games.

Many games, such as Genshin Impact, have loot boxes,
which contain randomised rewards. PHOTO: BERITA
HARIAN

Mr Edward Kang, assistant senior social
worker in Care Corner Singapore's
parenting support services, says the
ubiquity of smartphone and online
accounts means that parents should be
vigilant about digital payments.
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"It's a very connected ecosystem. Perhaps
that's where the challenge lies," he says.
For instance, a child's smartphone may be
linked to his parent's mobile phone with
an e-payment account, which also has the
adult's credit card details.
There are several ways for parents to
manage in-game purchases if excessive
purchases are a problem.
Mr Kang suggests ensuring that the child
or teen does not have accounts linked to
his parent's credit card. The young person
could pay for any in-game purchases
within ﬁxed limits, such as by using a
debit card or a stored-value card for
virtual credits, which can be bought from
convenience stores.
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What loot boxes in video games are and why
they can be as addictive as gambling
Schoolchildren may be taught dangers of 'loot
boxes' in video games

Mr Chong Ee Jay, a cyber wellness expert
at Focus on the Family Singapore, advises
parents to review the settings on their
devices. For instance, they can ensure that
passwords are set up so that their children
need to ask them for permission before
they buy anything online, including
virtual currency.
If the parents' smartphone is linked to
their child's, they can set up automatic
notiﬁcations on their device so that they
are alerted when their child wants to
make an in-app purchase or download any
apps onto his phone.
Parents may even choose to disable ingame purchases, while parental control
apps can help them monitor their
children's screen time and online
activities.
Parents should also opt to receive alerts on
their phones when any e-payments are
made, though some may prefer to disable
such notiﬁcations, given the ubiquity of
cashless transactions these days, Mr
Chong says.
Do not let the "convenience" of cashless
payments leave open loopholes that let
your child have free rein when it comes to
his gaming, he adds.
However, observers say it is probably not
necessary to ban in-app purchases
altogether.
Mr Shem Yao, head of Touch Parenting,
Touch Community Services, says that
"social validation" and peer pressure are
key drivers for children in gaming.
When playing games with their friends,
they may want to make in-app purchases
to be cool and stand out from the crowd
with the latest skins, which are graphic or
audio downloads that alter the
appearance of video game characters.
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Talk to your kids about the value of money
How to teach kids about money in the cashless
world of virtual payments, e-hongbao

Parents should have conversations with
their children about in-app purchases, as
part of a multi-pronged strategy that takes
into account screen time, content and
even physical spaces for gaming, such as a
family rule that the kids play games only
at home, says Mr Yao.
While there is a need for restraint on
gaming purchases, experts say digital
education strategies vary for different
families.
Spending $10 a month on a child's in-app
purchases may seem reasonable, says Mr
Yao, but he suggests reframing the issue.
"Would you buy your child a toy every
month? He's still buying things, in a
digital form," he says.
He sees regular conversations about inapp purchases and other aspects of
gaming as opportunities to talk to the
child about consumerism, budgeting and
ﬁnancial literacy, as well as to decide on
consequences for infringements of
gaming purchases.
Mr Chong suggests that kids co-pay for ingame purchases so that they "feel the
pinch" and have a sense of ownership in
the purchasing decision.
Warning signs of excessive in-app
purchases should be promptly addressed,
he adds.
He says possible warning signs include
spending long hours gaming; being
preoccupied with gaming to the point
where daily routines are affected; changes
in sleep patterns and appetite;
disengaging from friends and family, and
minimising their valid concerns; and
verbal and emotional aggression.
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China's children are not the only ones addicted
to video games
What parents can do when their kid is a screen
addict

In one case, a parent showed him a bruise
on the arm, acquired when the parent
tried to switch off the Wi-Fi to stop the
child's gaming. In another case, a child
smashed a cupboard in a similarly
aggressive response.
While professionals should be called in for
extreme cases, experts warn against using
triggering words such as "addiction".
Dr Melvyn Zhang, consultant at the
National Addictions Management Service
(known as NAMS), Institute of Mental
Health, says: "When family members
observe a child spending excessive time
on electronic devices, it is important for
them to not jump to conclusions that the
child has a gaming disorder.
"Parents are encouraged to sit down with
their child and discuss with their child
how he or she is using the Internet and for
what activities."
If the child is diagnosed with Internet
gaming disorder by a mental healthcare
professional, some strategies the family
can employ include engaging with the
child supportively; enhancing his or her
self-esteem; helping the child develop
new interests; and being a role model in
the use of digital devices, Dr Zhang adds.
Mr Kang, the social worker at Care Corner
Singapore, notes that managing screen
time is a challenge faced by both adults
and children.
Besides keeping up to date with digital
trends, he suggests that parents play video
games with their child, to have skin in the
game.
This will boost the likelihood of
cultivating good digital habits when it
comes to in-game purchases and other
aspects of cyber wellness, such as dealing
with scams, online stranger danger and
bullying, he says.
"Having experience of the games their
child plays helps parents have a language
to speak to the child, and to be able to set
realistic boundaries and fair rules," he
says.
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Screen time for kids: The pros and cons of
video games
ST Smart Parenting: Read more stories

Get the ST Smart Parenting newsletter
for expert advice. Visit the microsite for
more.
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